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• Defining risk appetite
• Measuring risk appetite
• Approaches to appetite setting
• Expressing risk appetite in risk policies



Definition

The amount that a firm is willing to risk (for a 
given risk-reward ratio)

What do we mean by risk?

What do we mean by risk in the context of 
operational risk?



Is operational risk different from 
other risks?



• Defining risk appetite
• Measuring risk appetite

• Approaches to appetite setting
• Expressing risk appetite in risk policies



Measuring operational risk –
some issues

• The operational risk definition: people, 
process, systems, external events.

• Cause Event Effect
• The operational risk management 

framework:
– Losses
– Risk and Control (Self-)Assessment
– (Key)(Risk/Control/Performance)Indicators
– Scenarios 



Frequency and severity –
traditional view of assessing op risk
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Frequency and severity -
modern operational risk management
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Appetite for loss

• Losses – sole or aggregate?

• Banding losses for risk assessment – and 
appetite

e.g.

Expected loss (annual and therefore budgeted)

Unexpected loss (e.g. 5% [1:20] confidence level)

Catastrophic loss (e.g. 99.5% [1:200] confidence level)

or more . . .



RCA in monetary terms



RCA – evaluating controls



The RCA spider



Key (risk) indicators

018550Totals

0185502006Loss of 4 people from the Technology Department

Unexpected 
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Provision / 

Budget£1000's
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(S) Suggested KI
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HighWorseningHighly Qualified2006Staff Capability/Training (S)

HighImproving35 years45 years2006Average Age (E)

MediumImprovingVery SatisfiedSatisfied2006
Morale Tracker (Satisfaction Levels) (E) - 'staff surveys 
etc'

LowStable1262006Staff Turnover rate against forecast (E)

ImportanceGeneral TrendTarget for YTDYTDPeriodKey Indicator data



Risk indicators - an Audit Committee perspective
NB almost all Y/N

[Audit Committee Institute (KPMG) – Shaping the Audit Committee agenda, May 2004]



Scenarios (99.5%; 1 in 200 years) 
– some examples

• Wording dispute – major claim conceded. Other policies 
with same wording expose insurer to further unexpected 
claims. Staff levels at firm not sufficient to process claims 
volumes. Work-force overworked. Senior claims 
manager leaves; replacement cannot be found for 12 
months.

• Loss of largest underwriting team to competitor. 
Profitable niche market, so high recruitment costs and 
long lead time resulting in loss of profits. Poor 
maintenance of documentation resulting in inability of 
firm to fully service claims.

• Bomb in City. Major damage to insurer and to Lloyd’s 
building. Access to Lloyd’s building denied for extended 
period. Loss of life of key underwriters and/or senior 
management. BCP invoked. Firm not running at full 
capacity.
[Extracted from Lloyd’s ICA Guidance 2007]



• Defining risk appetite
• Measuring risk appetite
• Approaches to appetite setting

• Expressing risk appetite in risk policies



How to approach 
risk appetite setting

• Board/senior management (top down)
– Identify threats to business objectives
– Related to capital/earnings/assets
– Scenarios

• Line management (bottom up)
– RCA
– KRIs
– Losses (aggregate)



Executive dashboard (level 1)



Operational dashboard (level 
2)



Core systems report (level 3)



• Defining risk appetite
• Measuring risk appetite
• Approaches to appetite setting
• Expressing risk appetite in risk policies



Risk policies

• Background
• Definition of risk
• Overall objectives
• Principal sources of risk
• Governance
• Measurement, monitoring and reporting
• Overall risk appetite
• Stress testing



Expressing risk appetite in risk policies
• Direct financial loss, or specific measures
• Non-financial statements

– The Group’s appetite for operational risk is that which achieves a 
satisfactory trade-off between the level of risk and the size of the 
likely returns. This principle applies across all types of operational 
risk loss and decisions on operational risk appetite must always be 
taken on the basis of this cost:benefit analysis. 

• Appetite and tolerance
– Continuity plans exist for business critical areas. The plans aim to 

ensure that, following an event, the Group is open for business the 
next working day and addresses the timely resumption of business
as usual. The Group has no appetite for periods beyond those 
specified in the plans. 

– There is no appetite for reputational risk.  On all outward 
announcements the group chief executive has to approve the final
wording or
The Group has no appetite for adverse media coverage and will use 
every effort to ensure that events that could potentially lead to such 
coverage are avoided



Some closing thoughts

• There will be appetites for every risk
• They will be based on an assessment of risk and 

the cost (including quality) of ‘controls’.
• Even where the appetite is zero (often involving 

operational risks which cannot be avoided), 
determine levels of tolerance which, again, will 
be subject to cost-benefit analysis.

• There will certainly not be a universal number or 
universal approach.

• Nobody said it was going to be easy!
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